
Soul food and Southern food are
popular close cousins

 

Chef Gerry "G." Garvin conducts a culinary presentation during a 2014 Food Network Food Festival in New York City. Photo:
Bryan Bedder/Getty Images for NYCWFF 

Fried chicken, biscuits and mac and cheese are all popular foods. They appear on both
Southern and soul food menus. What's the difference between these two similar types of food?
Some say history, culture and maybe even appropriation. 

Appropriation is when a group with more power uses the culture of a group with less
power. The powerful group does this perhaps without understanding or respecting the original
culture. They could make money off the other group's culture.

Candace Boyd Wylie is a cook and blogger at "The FoodLoveTog." Wylie believes that the
differences between soul food and Southern food are deeper than just changes in recipes.
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Slavery Gave Soul Food Its Southern Roots

Wylie said she thinks of soul food and Southern food as cousins. They are influenced by each
other. However, soul food was created first because of the slave trade. 

"Traditionally slaves were given the worst and the last of the last — the tougher cuts of meat.
Its roots are Southern because of where slavery was started and was prevalent. When most
people hear the term 'soul food,' they think black, and oftentimes I agree," Wylie said.

Soul food was created from a need to survive. People made meals out of the scraps. Now it
has been appropriated and in Wylie's words, "gentrified." Gentrification means making changes
that appeal to wealthier, and often white, people. This happens in different neighborhoods.

This can happen when middle-class and rich people move into lower-income places where
people of color have lived for many years. This brings changes to the culture of the
neighborhood. It can often result in housing costs going up as well. This pushes out people
who have lived there for years.

Wylie added that Southern food can vary from state to state. She says soul food is generally
the same everywhere.

Community Makes Soul Food Unique

Chef Gerry "G." Garvin is the author of "A Message to my Children" and hosted a cooking
show, "Turn Up the Heat with G." Garvin said soul food is about spirituality, love, family,
connectivity and escaping the strains of life over a good meal.

Garvin said that soul food came from people who had been slaves and passed it down. "We
were given a certain ingredient, and we were taught to survive by eating it," Garvin said. He
said that times were hard. "All they had was a good Southern dinner where they shared a good
dinner and their soul."

Garvin believes what makes soul food unique is the community of "beautiful black older
women" and the culture behind it. He says you will find soul food where family is gathered,
including church, family reunions, weddings and holidays.

Mac And Cheese Costs How Much?

These hearty meals brought people together out of a need to survive. The meals slowly
evolved into Southern food. Garvin noted that soul food used to be inexpensive. Now,
Southern restaurants are charging "17 bucks for it."
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Garvin named food items that have been changed and are now sold at high prices in
restaurants. For example, mac and cheese was originally seen as a meal for poor people. 

Garvin said Southern restaurants have made changes to mac and cheese. Many restaurants
are charging more money for the normally inexpensive dish.

"I see it all the time, we've got the fancy mac and cheese and the over-the-top fried chicken in
neighborhoods that the people who built the communities don't have access to the ingredients
to make them," Wylie added.

"It's A Part Of  The Black Culture"

Some chefs say Southern and soul food are one and the same.

"It's the same food; it just depends on your point of view on whether you call it soul food or
Southern," Alabama native and southern food blogger Jackie Garvin said. (She is not related
to G. Garvin). She thinks that the viewpoint on what to call the food is influenced by race and
culture. She said Southern and soul food contain all the same dishes.

Jackie Garvin added that there are a lot of African influences in Southern food like okra and
black-eyed peas.

If Southern and soul food are the same foods but called different names, the difference is in
the history and culture of the food. 

"African-Americans definitely deserve the right to say that they started it," G. Garvin said.

"It's a part of the black culture, and like rice and gravy, it is rich," Wylie added.
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Quiz

1 Read the paragraph from the final section of the article. 

"I see it all the time, we've got the fancy mac and cheese and the over-
the-top fried chicken in neighborhoods that the people who built the
communities don't have access to the ingredients to make them," Wylie
added.

Which statement BEST summarizes the paragraph?

(A) Soul food is served at Southern restaurants for $17.

(B) Garvin believes that soul food should not be expensive.

(C) People enjoy coming together to share a soul food meal.

(D) People who started making soul food cannot afford it anymore.

2 Read the paragraph from the article. 

Garvin said that soul food came from people who had been slaves and
passed it down. "We were given a certain ingredient, and we were taught
to survive by eating it," Garvin said. He said that times were hard. "All
they had was a good Southern dinner where they shared a good dinner
and their soul."

How does this paragraph support the main idea of the article?

(A) It explains how soul food came to be and why it is culturally important.

(B) It describes some of the ingredients that are widely used in soul food.

(C) It shows what happened to soul food after rich people gentrified it.

(D) It contrasts soul food and Southern food to highlight how they are different.
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3 According to the section "Slavery Gave Soul Food Its Southern Roots," how does gentrification
work?

(A) People who do not have a lot of money move into a rich neighborhood and
make changes to it. These changes bring new types of food to the
neighborhood and people who were living there first like the new food.

(B) People who do not have a lot of money move into a rich neighborhood and
make changes to it. These changes cause problems and the people who were
living there first usually choose to leave.

(C) People with a lot of money move into a low-income neighborhood and make
changes to it. These changes lead to an increase in housing costs and drive out
the people who lived there first.

(D) People with a lot of money move into a low-income neighborhood and make
changes to it. These changes benefit the neighborhood and the people who
lived there first are usually happy about it.

4 What is the relationship between soul food and Southern food, according to Jackie Garvin?

(A) Jackie Garvin thinks Southern food has more African influences than soul food
does.

(B) Jackie thinks that food is only eaten in Alabama and Southern food is eaten in
other states.

(C) Jackie Garvin thinks the only difference between the two is based on the
opinions of those who are eating it.

(D) Jackie Garvin thinks Southern food has changed many of the ingredients and
names of soul food.
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Answer Key

1 Read the paragraph from the final section of the article. 

"I see it all the time, we've got the fancy mac and cheese and the over-
the-top fried chicken in neighborhoods that the people who built the
communities don't have access to the ingredients to make them," Wylie
added.

Which statement BEST summarizes the paragraph?

(A) Soul food is served at Southern restaurants for $17.

(B) Garvin believes that soul food should not be expensive.

(C) People enjoy coming together to share a soul food meal.

(D) People who started making soul food cannot afford it anymore.

2 Read the paragraph from the article. 

Garvin said that soul food came from people who had been slaves and
passed it down. "We were given a certain ingredient, and we were taught
to survive by eating it," Garvin said. He said that times were hard. "All
they had was a good Southern dinner where they shared a good dinner
and their soul."

How does this paragraph support the main idea of the article?

(A) It explains how soul food came to be and why it is culturally important.

(B) It describes some of the ingredients that are widely used in soul food.

(C) It shows what happened to soul food after rich people gentrified it.

(D) It contrasts soul food and Southern food to highlight how they are different.
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3 According to the section "Slavery Gave Soul Food Its Southern Roots," how does gentrification
work?

(A) People who do not have a lot of money move into a rich neighborhood and
make changes to it. These changes bring new types of food to the
neighborhood and people who were living there first like the new food.

(B) People who do not have a lot of money move into a rich neighborhood and
make changes to it. These changes cause problems and the people who were
living there first usually choose to leave.

(C) People with a lot of money move into a low-income neighborhood and
make changes to it. These changes lead to an increase in housing costs
and drive out the people who lived there first.

(D) People with a lot of money move into a low-income neighborhood and make
changes to it. These changes benefit the neighborhood and the people who
lived there first are usually happy about it.

4 What is the relationship between soul food and Southern food, according to Jackie Garvin?

(A) Jackie Garvin thinks Southern food has more African influences than soul food
does.

(B) Jackie thinks that food is only eaten in Alabama and Southern food is eaten in
other states.

(C) Jackie Garvin thinks the only difference between the two is based on the
opinions of those who are eating it.

(D) Jackie Garvin thinks Southern food has changed many of the ingredients and
names of soul food.
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